High School: A terrifying yet undeniably fun roller coaster
Imagine a place where everything about you matters your behaviour, your language, your looks, skin, skin
type and most annoyingly your secret crush or in other words the person, people assume you like. I am
Kashmira here to express how I feel about the terrifying yet undeniably fun roller coaster of high school.
I believe high school is filled with girls who want to be like flamingos but end up being like unicorns which
are beautiful within themselves but are non-existent and don’t even get me started on boys who think
they are old enough to drink protein powder but just end up fooling themselves.
The number one priority when it comes to high school I believe is friendship sounds like an easy word just
add a ship to the word friend and easy-peasy. No! I think we all can agree that friendship is way more
complicated than that. Friendship is all about one to one trust and if you trust your friends and you believe
that your friends are real then high school will probably be the best time of your entire life.
Another thing that comes to my mind immediately when it comes to high school is drama and 90% of the
drama is caused because of people – which is an alternative word for your friends – think that you like
someone. I think I have a right to talk about this stuff because my friends in 8th A have decided to tease
me from Justin Bieber’s name, I KNOW TRAGIC! But regardless of your opinion on Mr. Justin Drew Bieber
I think we all can agree that I am nowhere near Hailey Bieber.
Did I mention that I’m in 8th A. I know what you guys are thinking… Show off! But there is literally nothing
special about 8th A and no one is studious in our class all we ever want to do is pass our time by having
silly debates with our teachers. But I must say this class has taught me one of the biggest life lessons and
that is that there is always someone who is going to be better than you in something or the other. So
never compete with someone because that someone is not ‘you’.
Another thing that 8th A has taught me to prioritise is fun! High School is amazing only if you decide to
have fun. I have asked many adults about their experience in high school and I think I can conclude their
words in the following sentence that sometimes you never know the value of a moment until it becomes
a memory so have fun and make memories in high school because it’s the only time where your mistakes
don’t matter.
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